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great marks of disturbance. The Espiehel limestone and the red 
sandstone have been also greatly elevated at the Castle Hill at Ce- 
zimbra, by a trap rock of which the date is uncertain. 

Although the author had innumerable opportunities of observing 
the junction of the basalt with the beds below it, yet in no instance 
did he observe any change in the characters of the subjacent rocks, 
The alteration prodaced in the beds of shale, which alternate with 
trap rocks near Cintra, has been already noticed. Mr. Sharpe con- 
siders these igneous strata to have been ejected contemporaneously 
with the deposition of the shale, and to be consequently older than 
the great coating of basalt. The Espiehel limestone, in contact 
with the trap near Cezimbra, is also altered, being of a crystalline 
texture to a distance of fifty feet from the igneous rock. 

Granite is found only in the neighbourhood of Cintra, forming a 
range of hills about seven miles in length and five in breadth. Their 
greatest altitude is less than 2000 feet. The prevailing rock is a 
true granite consisting of nearly equal propGrtions of quartz 
and felspar with a little mica ; but towards the western end of the 
chain, syenite and porphyry occur. In the central portions of the 
hills, the granite is coarsely grained, and splits into large irregular 
blocks; but on the flanks it is schistose, finely grained, cleaves 
into rhombs, and might be mistaken for a sandstone. Veins of 
large-grained granite, however, occur in the schistose variety, and 
veins of finely-grained in the coarse central masses. 

Mr. Sharpe then describes, in detail, the dislocations in the sedi- 
mentary strata on the flanks of the granitic hills ; and he shows that 
all the formations, from the San Pedro limestone to the Espichel, 
have been dislocated, and thrown into highly inclined positions, but 
the details cannot be clearly understood without the aid of sections. 
I t  may however be stated, that in consequence of the red sandstone 
resting in nearly horizontal strata against the inclined beds of the 
lower formation, the latter was disturbed previously to the de- 
position of the sandstone, and that consequently the irruption of 
the granite of Cintra took place at a period anterior to the origin of 
the sandstone. 

Mr. Sharpe describes also with considerable minuteness the dis- 
turbance near Palmella, south of the Tagus ; and he infers, from the 
relative position of the strata, that there have been, in that district, 
considerable elevations at four distinct periods. 

The paper concludes with some observations on the earthquake 
of 1755; and the author, shows, that its effects were entirely 
confined to the tertiary strata, and were most violently felt on the 
blue clay belonging to the Almada beds, on which the lower part 
of the city is constructed. Not a building on the Hippurite lime- 
stone, or the basalt, was injured. 

ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY. 
Jan. 11, 1839.--The following communications were read: " On 

the Obliquity of the Ecliptic." By the Rev. Dr. Pearson. 
The object of this paper is to give an account of a determination 

of the annual diminution of the obliquity, by a comparison of obser- 
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rations of the soLstiees made by Dr. Pearson at South Kilworth, 
with similar observations of Bradley at the Royal Observatory. Dr. 
Pearson remarks, that the most remote determination of the obli- 
quity which has any claim to precision, is Dr. Bradley's ; and, ac- 
cordingly, some one of his obliquities has been chosen by almost all 
.practical astronomers for the purpose of comparison with their own, 
in order to determine the annual diminution. But, notwithstanding 
the apparent facility with which the diminution may be obtained, by 
a comparison of determinations separated by a considerable interval 
of time, no two astronomers agree in their results. Dr. Maskelyne 
considered it to be - -0" '52 ; Delambre adopted - -0" '48 ; Dr. Brink- 
l e y , - - 0 " ' 4 3 ;  and Besse l , - -0" '457 .  These discrepancies, which 
in the course of years amount to considerable quantities, demand 
that the question of preference should be settled ; and this can only 
be effeeted by practical methods. 

Bradley determined his summer and winter obliquities by separate 
deduetions,--a method which rendered the result dependent on the 
assumed latitude of the place. He assumed the latitude of the ob- 
servatory to be 51 ° 28 t 40", which has since been shown to be too 
great by at least one, if not two, seconds ; and, accordingly, all his 
obliquities are affected with a corresponding error, which may ex- 
plain the reason why the Greenwich winter obliquities are smaller 
by some seconds than tile summer ones. But it is easy to see that, 
by combining the observations of two successive solstices, the lati- 
tude may be eliminated; for, half the difference of the sun's extreme 
meridian altitudes gives the obliquity due to the middle of the in- 
terval, which, if the winter solstice be taken first, will be the vernal 
equinox. In like manner, if we take three, or any odd number of 
successive obliquities, separately deduced by means of an assumed 
eolatitude, the sum of the whole, divided by their number, will give 
the mean obliquity belonging to the middle epoch, independent of 
the assumed colatitude. 

Bradley's first recorded determination of an obliquity was in the 
winter of 1753; and he observed seven winter solstices, and as many 
summer ones, without interruption. Omitting the first determina- 
tion, in order to have an odd number, and taking the thirteenth 
part of the sum of the remaining thirteen half-yearly determinations, 
we have an average obliquity corresponding to June 1757, viz. 
23 ° 28' 13"'4446. 

Dr. Pearson commenced his solstitial observations in June 1828, 
and continued them till June 1838, thereby obtaining twenty-one 
successive half-yearly obliquities, the sum of which gives an average 
obliquity corresponding to June 1833. His result is 23 ° 271 39"'2409, 
and is therefore less than the average resulting from Bradley's de- 
terminations by 34"'2037. Dividing this difference by 76, the num- 
ber of years between the two epochs (1757--1833), the annual di- 
minution is found = - - 0 " ' 4 5 0 0 .  This accords very nearly with 
the annual diminution adopted by Bessel in the Tabul~e Regio- 
montanm. 

The instrument with which the observations were made, is an al- 
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titude and azimuth instrument, described circumstantially in vol. ii. 
part i. of the Memoirs. Dr. Pearson describes the mode in which 
the instrument was used and its errors corrected, together with the 
methods followed in reducing the observations, and the elements 
employed in computing the corrections for parallax, refraction, nu- 
tation, and the sun's latitude ; and concludes with a synopsis of the 
reduced observations, which were in number 1648, and a table of 
the mean obliquity on the 1st of January in each year, from 1750 to 
1900, both inclusive, deduced from the above determination of the 
annual diminution. 

" On the Parallax of ~ Centauri." By Professor Henderson. 
The two stars designated a ~ and ~o~ Centauri. are situated within 

19 'l of space of each other. On comparing the observations of La- 
caille with those of the present time, it has been found that, although 
the two stars have not sensibly changed their relative positions, each 
has an annual proper motion of 3"6 seconds of space. It thus ap- 
pears that they form a binary system, having one of the greatest 
proper motions that have been observed; and from this circumstance, 
and the brightness of the stars, it is reasonable to suppose that their 
parallax may be sufficiently sensible to powerful instruments. 

On reducing" the declinations from his observations at the Cape of 
Good Hope, Mr. Henderson remarks, that a sensible parallax ap- 
peared, but he delayed communicating the result until it should be 
seen whether it was confirmed by the observations of right ascen- 
sion made by Lieutenant Meadows with the transit instrument. 
He now finds that these observations also indicate a sensible pa- 
rallax. 

It is to be observed, that the observations both of right ascension 
and of declination were not made for the purpose of ascertaining the 
parallax, but of determining the mean places of the stars with a pro- 
per degree of accuracy. Had the author been aware of the proper 
motion at an earlier period, a much greater number of observations, 
and of such as would have been better adapted for ascertaining the 
parallax, would have been made, and the result thereby rendered 
more secure. 

The right ascensions and declinations of the two stars (which are 
always above the horizon of the Cape. and favourably placed for ob- 
servation at all seasons,) have been determined by comparisons with 
such of the principal or standard stars as were observed on the same 
day. It is consequently assumed that the latter have no sensible 
parallax. The mean places of the standard stars, or rather their 
relative positions, are also assumed to be known ; and, in reducing 
the observations to the beginning of 1833, the coefficient of aberra- 
tion has been assumed ~20" '5 ,  and that of lunar nutation -~9"'25. 
Recent observations make the coefficient of aberration less ; but a 
term is introduced into the equations of condition, by which the 
effect of a change in the aberration is immediately obtained. 

For the determination of the parallaxes, three systems of equa- 
tions of condition are formed for each star, namely, from the ob- 
servations of right ascension, the direct observations of declination, 
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and  the reflected observations of declination. On resolving the 
equations by  the  method of least  squares, and assuming the coeffi- 
c ient  of aberrat ion to be 20'r '36, Mr. Henderson  finds the following 
results  : 

Paral lax of a' Centauri ----- 
+ 0 " 9 2  ; probable error 0"35 ; from observations of right ascension. 
+ 1  "42 ; probable error 0 "19 ; from direct observations of declination. 
+ 1  "96 ; probable error 0 "47 ; from reflected observations of declination. 

And = + 1"'38, with a probable error of 0"'16, by taking a mean of the three 
determinations according to their weight. 

Paral lax of a ~ Centauri = 
+0"'48 ; probable error 0"'34 ; from observations of right ascension. 
+ 1  "05 ; probable error 0 "18 ; from direct observations of declination. 
-}-1 "21 ; probable error 0 "64 ; from reflected observations of declination. 

And = + 0"94, ~-ith a probable error of 0"16, by taking the mean according 
to their weights. 

I f  we suppose t ha t  the  two stars are at  the  same distance,  t hen  
the  parallax = + 1" '16 ,  wi th  a problem error of 0" ' 11 .  I t  there-  
fore appears probable,  t ha t  these stars have a sensible parallax of 
about  one second of space. 

X L I X .  Intel l igence and  Miscellaneous Articles.  

POSTSCRIPT TO THE COMMUNICATION OF PROF. SEDGWICK AND 
MR. MURCHtSON 1N THE PRESENT NUMBER AT P. 2 4 1 .  

W E alluded to the  possibility of the Devonian or Old Red Sy- 
s tem be ing  much developed in Ireland, and under  mineral  

characters  analogous to those of Devon. In support  of this view, we 
may add, tha t  since this paper  was printed, Mr.  Charles W.  Hamil-  
ton has called our a t tent ion to a paper  read by  him before the Geo- 
logical Society of Dublin,  in 1837, in which he described the rock 
h i ther to  called grauwacke slate, which occupies a great  ex tent  in  
the  county  of Cork, as lying conformably upon the old red sandstone 
and conglomerate of the  Gaul ty  Mounta ins  and the  Reeks in Kerry,  
and  suppor t ing the carboniferous l imestone into which it  gradually 
passes. 

This red conglomerate  rests  unconformably upon a great  th ickness  
of older slates and conglomerates,  which  Mr. Hamil ton  has described 
as exactly similar to those which are exposed in a section made from 
Mr.  Pennan t ' s  quarries in Caernarvonshire  to Ogwen.  In  a paper  
read before the  Geological Society of Dubl in  last  month ,  Mr.  Hamil-  
ton  has  also s tated his belief, t ha t  slates occupying a large space 
be tween  the Mourne  and Dublin Mountains ,  are equivalent  to those 
in the  immediate neighbourhood of Cork, and  may therefore be re- 
ferred to the  old red sandstone. 

MR. CROSLEY'S PNEUMATIC TELEGRAPH. 
In  inser t ing  the account  of Mr.  Crosley's pneumat ic  te legraph in 

our last  number ,  we had not  space for some of the  details, which  we 
therefore now give in cont inuat ion.  

In  es tabl ishments  where the  te legraphic  communicat ions do not  
require the  cons tan t  a t tendance  of a person to observe them, and 
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